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Barron s Educational Series Inc.,U.S., United States, 2009. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 2nd
Revised edition. 175 x 107 mm. Language: German,English . Brand New Book. This quick-reference
dictionary for language students and travelers to German-speaking countries presents more than
4,000 informal, commonly-used words and phrases in German with English translations and
equivalent phrases. International travelers quickly discover that their textbook knowledge of
German will take them only so far in understanding and communicating with others. This new
edition, updated with many of the most contemporary expressions, will help all students and
travelers who have an intermediate-level knowledge of German but need to familiarize themselves
with informal speech. Words and phrases are presented with grammatical information, their
English meanings, and a sentence or extended phrase in German to illustrate usage, followed by
the English translation. The Dictionary of German Slang and Colloquial Expressions is one title in
Barron s series of slang dictionaries in several different languages. Because of the nature of slang,
these books contain expressions that some readers might find offensive.
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is amazing. It is definitely basic but shocks in the fi y percent of your publication. You wont feel monotony at anytime of your own time
(that's what catalogues are for concerning if you question me).
-- Prof. Kirk Cruickshank DDS-- Prof. Kirk Cruickshank DDS

This kind of book is every little thing and taught me to looking ahead of time and a lot more. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never.
I found out this book from my dad and i encouraged this pdf to find out.
-- Justus Hettinger-- Justus Hettinger
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